Hi Ben and Sarah,
I first met you both at a Tree Reading Series a number of years ago (I’m not sure how many
years ago, to be honest). Then Ben, you became a Bywords selector, and I didn’t see much of
you anymore after that. We had interesting discussions about art, poetry and whimsy. Now
you run a micropress called Wyrdsmyth and you’ve also been doing fortunes and favours,
which you post on Instagram.
Can you tell me what made you start Wyrdsmyth, and fortunes and favours?
B:

From the very beginning we have shared our art with each other. We talked about
poetry and printmaking one of the first times we hung out and started to get together to
work on our own projects. Around that time Sarah and I began going to Tree Reading
Series together and reading at events. Discussing our own poems and other poets’ works
laid the groundwork for Wyrdsmyth and we continue to discuss our work in a similar
way to how we discussed our work and the work of others after an open mic.

S:

As our relationship grew I was teaching Ben a little more about printmaking and he was
teaching me about poetry. Wyrdsmyth really grew out of us just sharing our art with
each other.

B:

I guess that my fascination with William Blake also led to us starting Wyrdsmyth. I read
Blake’s The Marriage of Heaven and Hell in a first year English course and I began to
idealize a romanticized version of Blake as a radical DIY poet/printmaker that I’ve never
rid myself of. After finishing my Master’s and starting to work on larger projects, I
started typing out poems on origami paper and posting them to instagram for fun but
they felt like amateur attempts at something else. When Sarah introduced me to lino it
felt as if I had a breakthrough moment. I felt like I had ideas for projects right away, and
the original print blocks for Fortunes and Favours were my first two prints. I had posted
the first fortune to instagram as something that I had just mocked up on a typewriter in
the Summer of 2018 but it wasn’t until Fall that I felt like I had the right tools to make
the fortunes.

What does the press publish? And can you talk about its “witchy aesthetic?”
B:

We publish poetry broadsides and chapbooks paired with linocut prints. Some of our
pieces start out as a concept more than a poem and we work through creating fully
realised pieces together. This usually includes both poetry and printmaking but
sometimes can include different ideas that don’t always fit neatly into what we consider
a broadside or a chapbook. With the Billet-doux I had an idea for the envelope and then
figured the rest out afterwards.

S:

With my piece "Wildflower Seeds," which is a print folded into an envelope with my
poem "Garden" inside, it was important for me to put actual wildflower seeds into the
envelope which meant we were out trying to find seeds in September after most stores
accessible to us had stopped selling seeds. A lot of my work has to do with nature and I
find that ties into my past and how I interact with our witch aesthetic. I grew up going
to Crystal Dawn and the Psychic Fair. I collected crystals and talked to trees during
recess and really held onto magic for as long as I could, but as I got older I grew away
from that part of myself. Meeting Ben and starting Wyrdsmyth has really allowed me to
love that part of my past and let me begin to be that person again.

B:

I feel like we also want to tap into the way that we felt around halloween when we were
young. I remember experiencing the weeks leading up to halloween as a time when I felt
magic could be real, and during my witchier moments I know that I’m revisiting those
spots of time for inspiration. Halloween has definitely taken on a Romantic quality for
both of us that feeds into our work.

What/who are some of your inspirations for both/either?
B:

The Wizard of Oz made a deep impression on me when I was very young. I think that my
view of magic was heavily influenced by the Wizard’s flim flam and the Wicked Witch

of the West’s real magic. I associated real magic with her crystal ball and the fortunes
developed out of that concept of magic. My own poetry reminds me of English Early
Modern and Romantic poetry, and I hope that my magical pieces sound at times like
Byron’s Manfred or the Weird Sisters.
S:

My favourite authors are Ursula Le Guin and Shirley Jackson. I found I was really
inspired by artists I heard at events and really loved for example I Am a Body of Land by
Shannon Webb-Campbell which I bought after hearing her read. I also really love the
poetry of Emitithal Mahmoud and Mary Oliver. In terms of my ideas for printmaking,
and poetry for that matter, I find being out in nature really inspiring. Going for walks,
going camping, chipping the ice off of my parents driveway, even listening to the water
drip into the sewers on a warm March day are all really inspiring.

Ben, you recently wrote a piece on BrokenPencil about the typewriter.
The info about Wydrsmyth in the article says that it specializes in “type-written poetry
broad-sides featuring hand-pulled linocut prints.”
What is it about the typewriter and linocut printmaking that attracts you and makes it suited
to what you publish through Wyrdsmyth?
S:

Our witchy aesthetic ties in well with old ways of making and creating. Using old
machines and carving things ourselves makes each item really precious. There was time
and care put into each one. We encourage people to pick up the items, to feel the ink.
Although they are very DIY and I love the aesthetic of riot grrl zines, reproducing them
like a digitally printed zine wouldn't bring the weight, texture and unique feel to the
pieces that we want to create.

You’ve got some eclectic and lovely examples of your publications on Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/wyrdsmythpress/. Are you planning on having a site or a blog?
S:

We have considered setting up an Etsy to try and get the work physically out into the
world but haven't really considered how a website or blog would fit into the way we
produce and deliver work. At this point though we are focused on creating our work
and going to fairs.

Why did you choose Instagram as a place to share your work?
B:

By the time that I started using Instagram to share my poetry, it had already become a
place for artists’ to share their work. Sarah had been sharing her visual art on Instagram
for years before I started out and she has a way better visual sense than I do. When I

started posting my poetry online, I was writing short pieces to blow off steam and not
thinking twice about them after I posted them. As I got a little better at writing these
short poems and began to spend more time on Instagram, I wanted to find more
interesting ways to present my work.
For a while I experimented with folding the poems into paper birds to give them new
dimensions, and those attempts to play with the form of Instagram poetry developed
into Fortunes and Favours. I saw the hunt as an extension of my attempts to turn poems
into objects rather than just text posts. I wanted the hunt to add another dimension to
the act of scrolling through an Instagram feed, but I also wanted to add something to the
experience of stumbling upon one of the fortunes in a corner of a coffee shop.
S:

I think the platform is also a great tool for us to learn about the processes we use. To find
printmaking peers and check out what materials they use. It's also nice to share photos
and videos of our own process.

Your #fortunesandfavours posts on Instagram show various oracle cards left at creative
spaces/cafes around Ottawa.
What are oracle cards? What relationship do they have to the occult and what draws you to
explorations with the occult?

B:

As I mentioned above, from an early age I was intrigued by the crystal ball and fortune
telling. I still find myself discussing chance and fate in my work and often use the occult
as a way to present these discussions. I’ve always thought of my own fortunes primarily
as a series of short poems that make sense if you read them together, but taken on their
own as vague pieces of advice left open to the reader’s interpretation. I think there’s
something magical about the possibility of chancing upon the poem and the experience
raises interesting questions about randomness and the possibility that the reader was
fated to find that particular poem. I tried to lean into this by only releasing small batches
of them for the scavenger hunt. Producing the fortunes started to take on ritual aspects
that I developed after printing and typing them week after week. I never produced the
fortunes in advance, so I would write, print and type the poems the same week as the
drop. As I would type them up, I would preserve typos and improvise to make each
poem in the batch unique to heighten the experience of finding them.

What do you think the role of cafes is for creative folk?
S:

We spent so much time in cafes at the start of not only Wyrdsmyth, but our relationship.
We were both back living at parents' homes and used cafes as a space to get out and
work on art. It can be really difficult when working on lino, though I one time carved the
wildflower from "Ambiguous Plant Poem" at Black Squirrel and swept up all the little
bits before leaving. Ben did the same while carving the front coffin door for "Katabasis”
at Art House Cafe.

B:

Cafes provide a work space with distance from the domestic aspects of being at home
and can be a frugal option when you can't afford a studio. There are also a lot of very
beautiful and artsy cafes in Ottawa. We were really lucky to meet a lot of amazing
baristas during fortunes and favours. I know we got especially excited when Arlington 5
gave me a shoutout on Instagram.

The idea of scavenging is part of #fortunesandfavours. There’s something wonderfully
magical and serendipitous about this method of community engagement. Have you found
anything this way yourself? Has it led to any interactions with creators of such?
B:

My parents took my little brother and I out geocaching quite a bit when I was a preteen.
We would spend summer days driving around small towns visiting old quarries and
abandoned bridges. We would wander around with a GPS and a couple clues hoping to
find a small cache of items that someone had hidden. These caches were usually a metal
or plastic container filled with small trinkets and a logbook. After finding one you’d
write a message in the log book, and trade a trinket that you’d brought with you for one
in the cache. After finding a couple of caches in a particular area you start to get a sense
of the local community by leafing through the log book. Even though you never met

these people in person you’d get to know them by the trinkets they left behind and the
nicknames they used to sign the log.
Those experiences definitely influenced how I structured the hunt and I liked the idea of
taking on the persona of the Oracle.
I once found a note in the drawer of a café from a group called the Ottawa Surrealist Group
and it was such a fun thing to find. https://surrealistottawa.wordpress.com/. We exchanged
correspondence for a bit.
Your leaving the cards around town is an example of the gift economy in action. I believe in
this kind of effort very strongly as a form of community engagement and an anti-capitalist
act of resistance. Does this philosophy inform your publishing mission?
S:

I would say the anti capitalist sentiment definitely informs how we work and sell our
art. We try to make it as accessible as possible with sliding scale pricing and pay what
you can for some items. The fortunes when scavenging in cafes are free but at a fair they
are pay what you can. This can come in any form.

B:
It's way cooler when someone trades what they have in their pocket. So far we’ve gotten
a beautiful wooden bangle, a refillable lighter, stamps, and a few stickers. It also provides an
avenue for exchange with other artists.
S: Ben really wants someone to just have a button in their pocket and trade it for a fortune!
B:

Ideally I would want something that someone will need someday and think to
themselves “If only I hadn’t traded it away at the fair.” Something only gaining value in
hindsight fits so perfectly into the whole oracle shtick.

From the IG, I get the impression that you’re publishing your own work so far. Is this
correct? Do you intend to publish the work of others?
B:

We might publish other poets and artists’ work in future, but we haven’t had the chance
to figure out all of the logistics of collaborating with other artists. We’ve been focused on
creating and developing a shared sense of what it is that we publish, and if we were to
collaborate with someone else in future we would want that to be something easily
identifiable.

What makes you choose to self-publish your work?
S:

There are certain works that come to us as ideas of images or visual concepts that
wouldn't always fit into a normal publication like "Wildflower Seeds" or Billet-doux. We

both have works that we apply to other publications with but Wyrdsmyth is a place for
us to be creative in more than just our writing.
Ben, you write and Sarah, you art. Or perhaps both of you write and art. Can you talk about
how you collaborate?
B:

We both do both and tend to work on each piece on our own while using the other as a
sounding board or to help brainstorm solutions when an idea isn't working out.

What are some of the processes you’ve used for making broadsides and other poetic
ephemera?
S:

Linocut prints are the big one. And we own 6 typewriters between us. Ben got really into
the idea of using a wax seal for the Billet-doux and Hexes. He was unhappy with all the
seals we found so he actually carved an x in lino to use as the seal for the Hexes. We
moved and lost the original right before Canzine and he had to carve one in a pinch.

B:

We also dabble a lot in papercrafts. We both fold envelopes differently, which can be
hard when you are trying to mass produce the other person's work. So far it has been
very low tech which we both are really happy with.

I’ve noticed that you’ve attended a few fairs, such as the Artspace Book and Zine Fair in
Peterborough and Canzine in Ottawa. How were the experiences? Have you considered
having a table at the ottawa small press book fair?
S:

They were really great experiences! It was really exciting in Peterborough because it was
our first fair and we weren't sure how people would like our work but the reaction was
really amazing. And Canzine felt amazing to sell our work in our hometown and have
family and friends show up to support us.

B:

We actually just booked our table for the Ottawa Small Press book Fair and are really
excited!!

Do you have any advice for others who want to start a micropress?
S:

Just start creating. We just started making our work for ourselves and it turned out
people liked our work. If you're making art that you love and believe in then that’s the
best way to start.

B:

If you have an idea that seems like it's too far beyond your abilities, start small.

//

Sarah Jaworski is a non-binary Canadian Artist working in Ottawa, Ontario who uses the
pronouns she/her and they/them. Her work includes themes that are influenced by her
perspective as a queer feminist and a third generation Ukrainian-Canadian. Though primarily a
visual artist, she started writing poetry in 2018 after encountering misogyny in the poetry
community. She is the co-founder of Wyrdsmyth Press.
B. Toner is a queer poet and printmaker based in Ottawa. In 2018, he co-founded Wyrdsmyth
Press with Sarah Jaworski. He explores the tension between chance and fate through his poetry
by adopting prophetic voices or performing chance operations. He aspires to one day possess
the sage wisdom of a Magic 8-Ball.

